Barnett Newman: The 'Zip' and Specious Presents

Or

(Specious?) Presence.

What Am I Doing Here?

Patrick Hutchings

The short answer to this long title is: You are the 'zip' in a stronger than Pickwickian sense; and what you are doing is being, being yourself. Truly!

Harold Rosenberg's great monograph on Barnett Newman bears on a second frontispiece Newman's own: 'The self, terrible and constant, is for me the subject matter of painting.'

As a prolegomenon to this paper I quote The New Yorker's art reviewer Peter Schjedahl on the 2002 Barnett Newman show at the Philadelphia Museum of Art:

... The effect [of a Newman] is a brief but intense experience that begs to be called the sublime: a loss of selfhood to something bigger and nobler than we are. This happened to me with 'Vir' [Heroicus Sublimis] in Philadelphia ...

Against 'loss of selfhood' this paper suggests the precise opposite: a finding, however oblique, and if only briefly, of the self behind quotidian 'empirical' selfhood. What, then, can one say of Newman's 'self, terrible and constant'? First, that it is smallish.

I: The First Person Singular

In his elegant and subtle, I: The Philosophy and Psychology of Personal Identity, Jonathan Glover writes: 'Whether functionalism is a correct
account of the mind is not yet resolved. Whether it can satisfactorily accommodate subjectivity is still disputed. Into the questions of functionalism we cannot here go, but what is up in this paper is a strong assertion of subjectivity, as an ontological donnée, and as what Barnett Newman’s ‘zip’ evokes at a deeper than usual level. If you don’t believe in subjectivity, please leave quietly.

Being And All That

I shall come clean philosophically—I am an only partially lapsed Thomist and have a vested interest in ‘being’ and ‘existing’. Glover writes in the work cited ‘...existing is at best an odd sort of activity. J. L. Austin once wondered if it was supposed to be “like breathing only quieter”’. St. Thomas would have laughed at Austin’s jest, but in full agreement. Being is for Thomists ‘first act’, that upon which all ‘second acts’, that is activities, supervene, and it is their (pre)conditioned condition (necessary but not sufficient). In a more or less Thomist spirit I shall try to tie Newman’s ‘zip’ and Aquinas’ ‘first act’ into an aesthetic love knot. If ‘the self terrible and constant’ is Newman’s theme, let us have an at least partial look at the self. But before that we need a short detour through specious presents. These may, or may not, be ‘brief but intense’ experiences. And J.-F. Lyotard has suggested that specious presents may be part of the topic of Newman’s oeuvre. Something here needs teasing out.

Vir Heroicus Sublimis (1950-51)

Barnett Newman’s Vir Heroicus Sublimis (1950-51) is one of the works discussed—or instanced—in J.-F. Lyotard’s seminal ‘The Sublime and the avant garde’, and one of Lyotard’s suggestions seems to be that Newman’s great work is about, among other things, specious presents. Specious presents are ‘specious’ in the sense of the word which Edmund Burke uses, that is ‘fine’. Specious presents are to philosophers ‘fine’ in yet another sense, viz fine slices of the timeline. The timeline is not of course a mere line, but a plenum of experience had and conceived as linear. A specious present—of which modern philosophy has such notions as a nanosecond present—tends to be specious in the twentieth/twenty-first century vernacular sense of ‘specious’, that is ‘doubtful’. We can set up definitions of what specious presents can be, but can we have them? The dodgy stipulation is that all vernacularly termed presents as in: us here now listening to/reading certain philosophical speculations, are made up of specious presents,
and that by definition. This all leads us no further into having specious presents as the specious presents they are being said to be.

If we made specious presents conditions of timeline experience, they might be thought of (i) as inapprehensible as and in themselves; and (ii) as Kantian transcendental conditions and inapprehensible in that way. If we do not make specious presents conditions of, for example, this present now (fill it in), then they just remain inapprehensible as what they are. Samuel Butler wrote:

PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

Perfect present has no existence in our consciousness. As I said years ago in *Erewhon*, it lives but upon the sufferance of past and future. We are like men standing on a narrow footbridge over a railway. We can watch the future hurrying like an express train towards us, and then hurrying into the past, but in the narrow strip of present we cannot see it. Strange that that which is the most essential to our consciousness should be exactly that of which we are least definitely conscious. 

Specious presents are, on this account, not conditions of the present in the ordinary sense, but microtome slices of it, and not to be had. Though even as he is asserting that specious presents have no existence in ordinary consciousness, Butler flirts with a 'Kantian, transcendental' notion: calling them 'most essential to our consciousness ...'

On its own account a specious present would be, as Lyotard would seem to have it, sublime, as supersensible in the sense of being, in itself, above apprehension. Barnett Newman has a sense of time which goes with his 'zip' which, as we shall see later, is more than a specious present, being an apprehensible time—though a rather short one.

The 'zip' short-time is, as it were, a sideways glimpse of the transcendental ego not as the Transcendental Ego (in capitals) which may come to be on all fours with the highly dubious Kantian Thing-in-Itself (capitals). The 'zip' short-time is an oblique awareness of the substrate of ordinary thought and apperception: the *first act* of a being whose nature it is to be rational. We 'take' a state of that being before it goes into action, or when in an aesthetic moment it is allowed a short rest from the actions of apprehending, knowing and so on. One makes the logical, principle of difference, point that: the Thing-in-Itself, (ambiguously singular or plural), appears constantly but as phenomena, so it might as well not be thought of as appearing
at all, since if it makes no difference to any particular appearances at all then it is empirically otiose. The self, on the other hand, as the self will shape up in this paper, does appear as itself—if briefly and occasionally. There is no transcendental deduction of this, only an invitation to look at some, non standard, empirical sightings, of what Kant would call a non-empirical ego.

II: A Propos the Transcendental Ego What is One to Say?

There is something very odd in Kant’s ‘Paralogisms of Pure Reason’:

That the being which thinks in us is under the impression that it knows itself through pure categories ... is due to the following reason. Apperception itself is the ground of the possibility of the categories ...

The phrase ‘the being which thinks in us’, may be either the trace of the philosophico-theological soul, or another ‘entity’ such as the Thing-in-Itself, whose existence is part of the necessities of the Kantian system, and not necessarily part of ‘all that is the case’. That is, a Transcendental Ego in capitals may be like the notorious T-in-I. One, rather I, would prefer the soul-trace: but one may be being offered just another bit in the Critical machine’s system. The question is open: one can effect a closing of it by writing ‘transcendental ego’ without capitals, and then making one’s claims about it.

Being There

In this paper I would settle for being’s being, ‘like breathing, only quieter’, with certain elaborations. Andy Clark’s Being There: Putting Brain, Body and World Together Again, offers no comfort to a soul seeker, or to the author of this paper. The book’s focus is on robotics, and on how the world is manipulated: by robots, and by us. Two of the key notions are that ‘the world is its own best representation’, and that a central mind operating on the world through representations need not be taken with the traditional seriousness. One cannot deal with Clark’s challenges here. Representations one is prepared to jettison, if only because one mucked about with one’s Meccano with no clear programme of ideas and without obvious representations, and got somewhere. Nor do ‘representations’ do, in philosophy, any clear work. The mind and the self one wants, however, to hang on to. An ad hominem addressed to Clark, ‘Where were you when you were writing Being There?’, might be moderately legitimate. Clark admits
that language is a puzzle still: perhaps the self can hide pro tem in linguistic thickets?

That the new sciences of the mind may produce results which are counter-intuitive must be faced. But one will give up one's intuitions only when one has to.

**Being Here, For Now**

This paper will attempt to make more ontological a transcendental ego which Kant seems at times to brush off as merely formal. Consider: 'intuition has its seat in the subject only as the *formal* character of the subject, in virtue of which, in being affected by objects, it obtains *immediate representation*, that is, *intuition* of them ...’¹

Well remembered is, also, the famous 'It must be possible for the “I think” to accompany all my representations ...',¹⁴ where the 'I' seems there for the representations' sakes: which is all very well, but ...

**But ...**

There is a passage in the *Biographia Literaria*, Ch VII, in which S.T. Coleridge, writing on 'Consequences of the Hartleian Theory', refers to what we might call 'the self', as being, under Hartley's system, 'a something-nothing'. Coleridge adds, with high rhetoric, 'It is the mere quick-silver plating behind a looking-glass; and in this alone consists the poor worthless I.'¹⁵ Coleridge's best answer to this Hartleian consequence is not in the curious Absolute Idealist metaphysics of the *Biographia*, but in 'Frost at Midnight', where the mere quicksilver becomes the lambent train of the self of ordinary experience: or, rather, something lying behind that self as its better than formal condition. The obliqueness of poetry sometimes comes on the ordinary from a quite unaccustomed angle, and so with great effect. Here are the crucial lines:

... My cradled infant slumbers peacefully.
'Tis calm indeed! So calm, that it disturbs
And vexes meditation with its strange
And extreme silentness. Sea, hill, and wood,
This populous village! Sea, and hill, and wood,
With all the numberless goings-on of life,
Inaudible as dreams! the thin blue flame
Lies on my low-burnt fire, and quivers not;
Only that film, which fluttered on the grate,
Still flutters there, the sole unquiet thing.
Methinks, its motion in this hush of Nature
Literature and Aesthetics

Gives it dim sympathies with me who live,
Making it a companionable form,
Whose puny flaps and freaks the idling spirit
By its own moods interprets, everywhere
_Echo or mirror seeking of itself_,
And makes a toy of thought ...

One might make out of this an answer, which Coleridge did not, perhaps, quite make, to Hartley. One attempts to improve Coleridge's case for him, by articulating his two images: 'this blue flame/[which] quivers not', and the film which 'utters'.

The flame which 'quivers not' is—in my reading-against-the-text— the emblem of the 'idling spirit' or first act, always and essentially a 'mirror of itself'. It is as though Coleridge likens the mind to the lambency of—seemingly motionless—flame, opposing this to the fixedness of varnish-backed mercury-compound which makes the looking-glass reflect. Quicksilver unquickened is opposed to the intrinsic quickness of mind. The mind has a motion of reflection to and on itself which can, in terms of the second image, 'flutter' into explicit consciousness-of-self-and-consciousness-of-'the numberless goings-on of life', the first—consciousness-of-self—is the condition and the accompaniment of the second, dealing with the world. Without the 'thin blue flame', no 'flutter'. But the self 'lost' in perception is not so lost that it cannot retrieve itself. Mercury—a mobile liquid—works on a looking-glass by being rendered still: the mind's powers of reflection-of-self and of intensionality-with-respect-to-the-world, are both a function of its not being still. (Except in dreamless slumber?)

Almost anything can be attended to. Attention has no _a priori_ epistemological limits, (but, arguably, some moral limits, which do not concern us here). The self, centre of ability-to-attend, can usually attend but little to itself, since the world is there requiring to be coped with. But what Coleridge's poetical images make vivid is the lambency of the tain, the possibility that the power of attention become, itself, an object of its own attention. He keeps 'mere quicksilver' (now, as we note, as mirror no longer 'quick') and two kinds of flame—'thin blue' and 'fluttering film'—in a nice aesthetic tension. An aesthetic idea, of stilled quicksilver: lambency and mirroring: quicksilver again quickened. A 'film' re-animated. A flutter over an always-quick stillness, that is _attending_ based on the self-attending power to other-attend.
Attention can be conscious of attention as attending to-such-and-such: ambiguously still, and engaged in motion. Or attention can be, for one reason or another, attention to itself, without having anything else pro tem to attend to. This second thing is what is in question with a Barnett Newman 'zip' painting. The 'thin blue flame/[which] quivers not', rather than that other 'fluttering film'.

**III: Attention and Kantian 'Substrates'**

Twice in The Critique of Judgement Kant refers to substrates: (i) in §57, 'Dialectic of Aesthetic Judgement', the substrate is something called to mind by notions of the ideal of the unity of nature and the possibility of freedom. But (ii) in an earlier use of 'substrate' Kant has spoken, *à propos* the mathematical sublime, of 'the awakening of a feeling of a supersensible faculty within us'. It is one's suggestion in this paper that the sublime—which, for Newman, is *now* (see VI below)—makes *sensible* (and sensed) the root and ground of this 'supersensible faculty'. We sense the substrate—'the thing which thinks in us'—quite apart from the notion of attempting the Idea of Reason, *nature as a completed whole*, and we instead take it cold: raw. The substrate is not merely part of the Critical machinery, but part of the furniture of the world. The supersensible 'ego'—if one may so call it—shows itself, if not plain, at least to the peripheral vision of the moment of a sublime. A sublime not of wide areas of colour but of the punctuating, thin 'zip'.

One is not here rejecting Rudolf A. Makkreel's account of the Kantian *Augenblick* as an *as if* grasp of the universe as a completed whole, a kind of *ekphrasis* of the real, but one is setting it aside for another occasion. One's model here of the aesthetic *Augenblick* is as of a cone, whose open end is *the all*, and whose pointed end is a, single, occasional, transcendental ego. Today, the sharp end.

In a paper on boredom and the sublime given to this society, the attention-attending-to-attention thing was split two ways. The first way was, for instance as attention's investing with reveries or aesthetic ideas something as—on the face of it—unremarkable as Barnett Newman's *Onement I*. The second way was offered up by sub-reption, by the quoting of a short, sparse poem by Emily Dickinson, itself boring and not boring:

There is a solitude of space
A solitude of sea
A solitude of Death, but these
Society shall be
Compared with that profounder site
That solar privacy
A soul admitted to itself:
Finite Infinity.22

The subreptive line was 'Finite Infinity'—legitimate subreption in
that 'Infinity' might mark the numberless objects of a soul's atten-
tion; sly and illegitimate in that one might read 'Infinity' in the sense
of 'Eternity', and come up with Graeco-Christian ideas, as of the soul
as a thing which persists forever.

Consulting the big Harvard Emily Dickinson21 one finds one's
subreption undercut by a dash after 'to itself', and a blank where
'Finite Infinity' stands in the Gramercy Press edition quoted above.
One is at a loss to account for either the omission or the inclusion of
the two words. It's ominous. But one shall go on with one's original
subreption. Aesthetic theory can only rarely rise far above the tropes
with which it traffics.

The finite in 'Finite Infinity' is a no-contest: there was a time when
each of us was not: maybe such another time will—in a Pickwickian
sense—come, and with it nothingness: 'nothingness "for us"'. Maybe
we are destined for life eternal. With Kant, one favours the view that
immortality is, from where we stand, thinkable but not demonstrable.
As Kant himself said: he was making room for Faith.24 However Faith
always hankers after reason. But on what is Faith grounded, and how
do the grounds govern the claims which Faith makes?

IV: 'A Soul Admitted to Itself'

Kant does not much encourage, for example, the high epistemic enthu-
siasm as of Coleridge's lines in 'Frost at Midnight'. The I for Kant
remains: on the edge of things, Kant writes in his 'Refutation of Idealism':

'The consciousness of myself in the representation 'I' is
not an intuition, but a merely intellectual representation of
the spontaneity of a thinking subject. This 'I' has not,
therefore, the least predicate of intuition, which, as per-
manent, might serve as correlate for the determination of
time in inner sense—in the manner in which, for instance,
impenetrability serves in our empirical intuition of matter.'25

The lambency of the tain seems to be being overlooked. But is it?
What 'merely intellectual representation' takes away, 'spontaneity'
restores. In spontaneity the ego-substrate gets, in some sense, to
manifest and to act. The German for 'spontaneity' is Selbsttätigkeit 'self-activity'. The 'thing that thinks in us' is, plausibly, the substrate-self. The notion of 'self' shuffled off in the English word 'spontaneity' is obtruded on us by the German for it. For such happy accidents one can only be grateful: but their chanciness haunts one's assertions. A counter-instance from Kant may be found in the Notes.\textsuperscript{26} The present writer would like 'spontaneity' to mark the dynamic of, first act into second act, that is into activity/actions where, between or before first act and second act, hovers self-regard.

\textbf{V: Coleridge’s Firelight, or What Glows in or before a Barnett Newman?}

John Updike in \textit{Bech at Bay} has a nice quip: there is no evidence that it is about Barnett Newman, but it could, in a phenomenological sense, be about his once-reviled works. There is an unnamed artist ‘who specialized in “things so boring that they verge on non-being’’.\textsuperscript{27} The word ‘boring’ need not be pejorative, as has been pointed out by Patricia Meyer Spacks\textsuperscript{28} and myself. There is a ‘negative’ sense in which Newman is ‘boring’: there is no concession to the delight which Aristotle reckons that we take in ‘depictions with the utmost fidelity in a picture’.\textsuperscript{29} And the post modernist is possibly at a loss to find quotations in high Newman. But, positively the effect of the Grand-Boring of Newman is to force the viewers back on themselves. As the sometimes lambent, sometimes flickering flames and films for Coleridge, so the surfaces of a Newman; and the ‘zips’. The ‘zips’ represent nothing: they merely focus the viewer here in or before the large areas of saturated colour which they punctuate. Like the little map on the museum wall these ‘zips’ read ‘You are here’, but ‘here’ is no Hudson River School painting, or whatever. Here is just the big field of colour which deprives you of the exercise of the sort of attention that an ‘ordinary’ picture attracts, and which forces you to consider either it—and it is unyielding—or, yourself. To consider yourself in a self-reflexive stalemate before the Newman, this is the invitation of the ‘zip’. You are now ‘here’ where you always are. The Newman ‘zip’ maps this. The supersensible substrate becomes momentarily self-sensible. The busy world—‘this populous village’—stilled by the big area of colour, attention self-attends.

\textbf{VI: The Sublime is Now}

Barnett Newman wrote in 1948 the famous essay, ‘The Sublime is Now’. The, local, logical grammar of ‘now’ is puzzling. In one way it
seems clear enough. Newman, who had majored in philosophy at the College of the City of New York, critiques the Greeks on beauty, Longinus on the sublime, Kant and Hegel all for—more or less—failing to distinguish sufficiently the beautiful and the sublime. He has a good word for Edmund Burke. Newman links the sublime to a sense of exaltation. How is the ‘now’ of 1948 exalting. And why? The sense of Newman’s ‘now’ may turn on this exaltation notion. Newman writes, à propos the ‘now’ of modern painting:

The impulse of modern art [now?] was [a] desire to destroy beauty. However, in discarding Renaissance notions of beauty, and without an adequate substitute for a sublime message, the impressionists were compelled to preoccupy themselves, in their struggle, with the culture values of their plastic history, so that instead of evoking a new way of experiencing life they were able only to make a transfer of values. By glorifying their own way of living, they were caught in the problem of what is really beautiful and could only make a restatement of their position on the general question of beauty; just as later the cubists, by their dada gestures of substituting a sheet of newspaper and sandpaper for both the velvet surfaces of the Renaissance and the impressionists, made a similar transfer of values instead of creating a new vision, and succeeded only in elevating the sheet of paper. So strong is the grip of the rhetoric of exaltation as an attitude in the large context of the European culture pattern that the elements of sublimity in the revolution we know as modern art, exist in its effort and energy to escape the pattern rather than in the realization of a new experience. Picasso’s effort may be sublime but there is no doubt that his work is a preoccupation with the question of what is the nature of beauty ...

Even Picasso does not quite make the leap that Newman desired. ‘The Sublime is Now’ goes on, a paragraph or so later, with a rhetoric of exaltation of its own:

The failure of European art to achieve the sublime is due to [its] blind desire to exist inside the reality of sensation (the objective world, whether distorted or pure) and to build an art within a framework of pure plasticity (the Greek ideal of beauty, whether that plasticity be a romantic active surface or a classic stable one). In other words, modern art caught without a sublime content, was incapable
of creating a new sublime image and, unable to move away from the Renaissance imagery of figures and objects except by distortion or by denying it completely for an empty world of geometric formalisms—a pure rhetoric of abstract mathematical relationships—became enmeshed in a struggle over the nature of beauty: whether beauty was in nature or could be found without nature.

One skips a paragraph, and comes to Barnett Newman's conclusion:

We [modern Americans] are reasserting man's natural desire for the exalted, for a concern with our relationship to the absolute emotions. We do not need the obsolete props of an outmoded and antiquated legend. We are creating images whose reality is self-evident and which are devoid of the props and crutches that evoke associations with outmoded images, both sublime and beautiful. We are freeing ourselves of the impediments of memory, association, nostalgia, legend, myth, or what have you, that have been the devices of Western European painting. Instead of making cathedrals out of Christ, man, or 'life', we are making [them] out of ourselves, out of our own feelings. The image we produce is the self-evident one of revelation, real and concrete, that can be understood by anyone who will look at it without the nostalgic glasses of history.

The phrase 'whose reality is self-evident' has a Jeffersonian ring to it. A propos 'absolute emotions' one may usefully recall Ern Malley's, 'the emotions are not skilled workers', and one can never count on them for a standard product. Bricolage rather than precision is all that one can hope for from the emotions.

To our present discussion: we might find the emotions arousing themselves before a Barnett Newman as before a Turner, and enjoying the Dynamic Sublime. *The New Yorker* for 25 March, 2002, carries an advertisement for the Barnett Newman 'exhibit' in Philadelphia at the Art Museum (24 March—7 July) 'Sublime Colour. Grand Scale'. There are great Turners in which the object and its nostalgia are almost as effaced as is the object in high Newman. The Dynamic Sublime has always in effect worked both for real sublimes, actual volcanoes, sunsets, alps, waterfalls and so on, and for pictures of them. Faced with real (or painted) 'Nature as Might', Kant avers that:

... we readily call [fearsome] objects sublime, because they raise the forces of the soul above the height of vulgar commonplace, and discover within us a power of resist-
This may be Enlightenment coy for 'we are going to Heaven, the Alps are not: or not in the same way'. Or, it may be a shade more Enlightenment tough.

The difference between Turner and Newman may point up the tough (which may not be tough enough for some). The *New Yorker* advertisement goes on to read ‘[Newman’s] “zip” paintings changed art forever ...’ Forget ‘art’, and look at the ‘zip’.

To the ‘absolute emotions’ (which may go all over the place, as emotions do) Newman adds a new idea, at the end of an essay called ‘Ohio’ (1949), which is a kind of meditation on some Native American earthworks in Akron. After describing the earthworks, Newman writes, rhetorically: ‘The concern for space bores me. I insist on my experiences of sensations in time—not the sense of time, but the physical *sensation*’.

The last line of the ‘Ohio’ essay gives sense to the ‘now’ of ‘The Sublime is Now’ essay.

To the unskilled emotions Newman adds a Bergsonian *durée*, as felt; and perhaps as the primal feeling. Newman’s ‘sublime colours, and grand scale’, excite the emotions: these are felt, as is their very ground, consciousness—‘like breathing but quieter’—focused on the ‘zip’. The ‘zip’ is a secular meditation-object. It’s a seductive thought that the English ‘secular’ is as much a *time* notion as it is something in opposition to the sacred. The *durée* is: a *time* before time, a given before measurement. A sense of this ‘feel’ of the *durée* could account for Newman’s being ‘bored with space’, even Masaccio’s. If ‘time is the form of inner sense’, as Kant has it, then to be in time is before being in space: inner sense is where we start from. The substrate feels itself, perhaps, before apprehensions are learned by an infant, as time.

**VII: The Zip and Emily Dickinson’s ‘Soul Admitted to Itself’**

Even if we take Dickinson at a post-Transcendentalist discount and drop ‘soul’, we then have ‘a self admitted to itself’, or ‘a consciousness conscious of itself’. Following the heuristic for reading poetry, ‘always look for ambiguity’, we get, either or both of these: (i) a self allowed into itself, which feels odd; (ii) a self avowing itself so ‘admitting’ in that sort of sense. It seems that the second makes the first intelligible, as self contemplating and reflecting its own self: ‘... the
idling spirit / By its own moods interprets, everywhere / Echo or mirror of itself...'

This, which we argue Newman's 'zip' can fix for an observer, is a shade deeper than Kant's 'resistance of another kind' to nature: it is a glimpse—oblique, aesthetic, not logically compelling—of the ground itself of such resistance. It is an intimation—if not of immortality—at least of the 'substrate'. It is, as it were, first act reflecting on itself, and on its powers of action, before engaging these powers. A Newman 'zip' makes sense to a viewer because the viewer is the sense. The intensionality of the 'zip' is the viewer's deep glimpse of the viewer.

Subjectivity is not a formal condition of experience: it's its ontological condition. *Esse* may not quite be *percipi*: but without consciousness, no concern: matter, possibly. But matter would no longer matter. This notion—hazy though I myself find it to be—may be a shade tougher than Kant's idea of 'resistance of another kind', which is up in the case of the Dynamic Sublime, if only because the notion in this paper concretises Kant's 'substrate': it does this by fusing for a moment the empirical and 'transcendental' self. This would be 'mechanically' impossible in the first two *Critiques*: it is perhaps implicit in the third: and implicit in the notion of spontaneity, which pops up, spontaneously, in the first *Critique*.

The sublime of Barnett Newman is brought by the viewer of his work to the work: Newman's work works on the viewer, focusing that viewer through the 'zip' for such a *durée* as the aesthetic entrancement holds, which may be for a rather short time. *The New Yorker* review with which one has previously disagreed, is right on the duration of aesthetic moments:

The art historian Kenneth Clark once remarked that we can experience a pure aesthetic sensation for only as long as we savor the smell of a fresh cut orange—about two seconds by my reckoning. This seems right with regard to Newman, who is imperishably radical for having focussed all his energies on the cultivation of fleeting, exquisite transports on a grand scale ...

If the duration of the (pure?) substrate's showing is so short, its traditional association with the Graeco-Christian soul's eternity is vastly a-symmetrical: a proportion of two seconds to 'from Everlasting to Everlasting'. But intimations—whether of immortality or not—are the best that the aesthetic may run to: not in specious presents but in two-second zips. And intimations are not to be despised.
A crumb is better than nothing at all, if what is to be nourished is either one's personal culture, or one's soulish hopes. (Read 'either or both') As with core-drilling in geology, all one can hope to get of the substrate is a smallish slice.

**Coda**

If *Onement* was for one one, *Vir Heroicus Sublimis* is for five, as there are five 'zips'. *Vir* here is 'universal'. But the universal always 'appears' as a congeries of individuals, irreducible individuals. Alone with a Newman 'zip' painting, I and the sublime is now.
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